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sponse to ‘‘MacIntyre et al., 2014: Respiratory protection
r healthcare workers treating Ebola virus disease (EVD):
e facemasks sufﬁcient to meet occupational health and
fety obligations?’’
e M. Martin-Moreno a,b,*, Gilberto Llina´s a, Juan Martı´nez-Herna´ndez c
iversity of Valencia Medical School, Valencia, Spain
iversity Clinical Hospital, Valencia, Spain
spital La Paz-Carlos III, Madrid, Spain
In response to the guest editorial recently published in
r journal, ‘‘Respiratory protection for healthcare work-
 treating Ebola virus disease (EVD): are facemasks
ﬁcient to meet occupational health and safety obliga-
s?’’ (MacIntyre et al., 2014), I am writing to clarify an
ortant point that the authors seem to have wilfully
understood when citing a letter that two colleagues
 I recently published in The Lancet.
In our original publication (Martin-Moreno et al., 2014),
 pointed out that very conservative precautions (in the
 of air tanks and pressurised suits) in routine contact
h EVD patients were unnecessary, but never that
lthcare workers should refrain from using masks, as
gested in the editorial. Indeed, we explicitly stated that
 masks and goggles should be ‘‘systematically’’ applied.
 also acknowledged that there were certain situations,
h as dealing with massive haemorrhaging, when more
servative protections were appropriate. Our only quali-
tion was that masks ‘‘may not’’ be necessary when
aking to a patient at a distance of 1–2 m. In short,
we recommended graded precautionary measures in line
with the risk of a disease spread by direct contact.
Obviously, we support the use of a risk analysis
framework that prioritises the safety of healthcare work-
ers. However, the use of full respiratory protection for all
healthcare workers dealing with EVD has not been shown
to be necessary. Moreover, it is simply unfeasible, not to
mention uncomfortable, in healthcare settings lacking air
conditioning and sometimes even electricity. These suits
also undermine risk communication messaging—so crucial
to control transmission outside of hospitals—by suggesting
that the precautions recommended to local populations
are inefﬁcacious.
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